
UNIT LESSON 1 LESSON 2

1 Your life
page 5

Grammar: subject pronouns + positive forms 
of to be
Vocabulary: countries and nationalities
Can do: talk about where you are from

Grammar: possessive ’s; possessive adjectives;
yes/no questions with to be
Vocabulary: families
Can do: exchange information about your family

2 Activities
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Grammar: Present Simple: I/ you/ we
Vocabulary: holidays
Can do: talk about your daily routine

Grammar: Present Simple: he/ she/ it
Vocabulary: verbs
Can do: write about a daily routine

3 Free time
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Grammar: Present Simple: negative
Vocabulary: basic leisure activities; days of 
the week
Can do: talk about your free time

Grammar: can/ can’t
Vocabulary: sports, games and activities; play/go/do 
+ sport
Can do: talk about what you can and can’t do

4 Food
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Grammar: countable and uncountable nouns; 
How much?/ How many?
Vocabulary: food and drink
Can do: talk about quantities and numbers

Grammar: a/ an, some and any
Vocabulary: containers; adjectives describing 
physical and emotional states
Can do: talk about your diet and lifestyle

5 Home
page 45

Grammar: there is/ there are
Vocabulary: equipment and furniture
Can do: talk about your home

Grammar: have got
Vocabulary: personal possessions; furniture; houses
Can do: ask and talk about important possessions

6 City life
page 55

Grammar: past of to be: all forms; Past Simple 
of regular verbs: positive
Vocabulary: buildings
Can do: talk about your past

Grammar: Past Simple: question forms and short 
answers
Vocabulary: prepositions of place
Can do: understand and give simple directions

7 People
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Grammar: pronoun one/ ones
Vocabulary: adjectives for describing people
Can do: write an informal letter describing 
family members

Grammar: possessive pronouns
Vocabulary: ordinal numbers; months
Can do: say who objects belong to

8 Day to day
page 75

Grammar: Present Simple; adverbs of 
frequency 
Vocabulary: clothes
Can do: write a request to a colleague

Grammar: Present Continuous; adverbs of manner
Vocabulary: activities, revision of rooms and clothes
Can do: describe what you are doing now

9 Culture
page 85

Grammar: comparison of adjectives
Vocabulary: news media
Can do: make comparisons between things 
and people

Grammar: superlative adjectives
Vocabulary: films
Can do: write a short film review

10 Journeys
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Grammar: Present Perfect (been with ever/
never): I/ you/ we/ they
Vocabulary: travel, holiday activities, sports
Can do: talk about personal experiences

Grammar: Present Perfect with regular and irregular 
verbs (he/ she/ it)
Vocabulary: holidays
Can do: understand key points in a brochure; write a 
holiday postcard to a friend

11 Learning
page 105

Grammar: can/ can’t, have to/ don’t have to
Vocabulary: road rules and signs; traffic 
offences and penalties
Can do: understand signs and rules

Grammar: review of wh- questions
Vocabulary: types of school, education
Can do: understand and produce a simple explanation

12 Ambitions
page 115

Grammar: be going to for intentions
Vocabulary: future time expressions 
Can do: talk about intentions 

Grammar: infinitive of purpose; revision of be going to
Vocabulary: ambitions
Can do: write an informal letter
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Grammar: a/ an; negative forms of to be
Vocabulary: jobs
Can do: understand and complete a simple form

Can do: start and finish a basic 
conversation

Meeting people

page 131

Grammar: this, that, these, those, noun plurals
Vocabulary: everyday objects; colours; some adjectives
Can do: identify everyday objects

Can do: ask simple questions for 
information and understand simple 
answers

Unreal City

page 132

Functions: making suggestions; using the phone
Vocabulary: large numbers
Can do: understand and leave a simple phone message

Can do: talk about other people’s 
abilities

Deborah’s day

page 133

Grammar: object pronouns; I’d like
Vocabulary: menus, prices
Can do: order food in a fast food restaurant

Can do: shop for food at a market  Two soups

page 134

Grammar: modifiers (very, quite, really)
Vocabulary: adjectives to describe places
Can do: write an informal email about your country

Can do: talk about furnishing an 
apartment

ResidenSea

page 135

Grammar: Past Simple: negative
Vocabulary: transport
Can do: describe your last holiday

Can do: understand a store guide and 
ask for things in shops

Amazing buildings

page 136

Grammar: Past Simple: irregular verbs
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs
Can do: understand an article

Can do: identify a person from a 
simple description

Great Expectations

page 137

Grammar: Present Simple and Present Continuous
Vocabulary: the weather; health
Can do: take part in a factual conversation on a simple topic

Can do: make a complaint in a shop, 
write a simple letter of  complaint

The Notting Hill Carnival

page 138

Grammar: prefer + noun/-ing form; will for spontaneous 
decisions and offers
Vocabulary: art
Can do: talk about personal preferences

Can do: discuss and plan activities Spirit of the city
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Grammar: -ing form as a noun (subject only)
Vocabulary: types of transport
Can do: book a travel ticket

Can do: understand basic hotel 
information, book a hotel room

Commuting

page 140

Grammar: Present Continuous for future
Vocabulary: education
Can do: talk about future arrangements

Can do: make future arrangements 
and appointments

Rock climbing
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Grammar: verbs + infinitive/-ing form (want, would like, like, 
etc.)
Vocabulary: leisure activities
Can do: talk about likes, dislikes and ambitions

Can do: plan study objectives Ten great adventures

page 142
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